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CHARACTERISATION OF THE DMHFP TRIPLET

We performed pulsed and time-resolved ESR studies of the triplet state of DMHFP in
order to fully characterise the spin Hamiltonian, relaxation rates and triplet polarisation.
The g-tensor was measured at X-band to be gxx = 2.00076, gyy = 2.00224, gzz = 2.00274
(with a g-strain approximately 0.1-0.2%). The zero-field splitting is characterised by: Dxx
= 56.25, Dyy = 164.33, Dzz = -220.58 MHz. The electron spin triplet T1 is longer than any
of the observed triplet recombinations times, the longest of which is 267 µs. In contrast, T2
is much shorter and was measured using a Hahn echo sequence to be ∼ 3 µs.

DFT calculations

In order to obtain an atomic scale understanding of our system we perform all-electron
density-functional theory (DFT) calculations of the g-tensor and of the hyperfine tensor, for
both the 1 H and 3 1P nuclear spins in the excited spin-triplet electronic state. The calculations are performed using the ORCA2 code within the generalized gradient approximation
to DFT of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof3 , by expanding the electronic wavefunctions using
the def2-SVP basis set (for preliminary geometry optimization), the def2-TZVP basis set4
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FIG. 1. Optimised geometry of the DMHFP molecule in the tripled electronic state,
and spin-density distribution. (a) Ball-and-stick representation of the DMHFP molecule. In
the optimized geometry the P=O bond forms a dihedral angle of 43◦ with the proton attached
on the fullerene cage. Atomic color code: H (blue), C (grey), O (red), P (orange). (b) Colormap
of the spin-density distribution in the triplet state, mapped on a electron density isosurface. The
blue regions indicate high spin density. The image was rendered using Gabedit1 .

(for accurate calculations of ground-state total energies), and the IGLOIII basis set5,6 (for
calculations of the g-tensor and of the hyperfine tensor). The ground-state geometry in
the triplet state is determined by performing geometry optimizations starting from several
initial configurations where the phosphonate adduct is rotated around the axis of the P=O
bond. Each initial configuration corresponds to values of the dihedral angle between the
P=O bond and the proton on the fullerene cage varying from 0◦ to 180◦ in steps of 30◦ , 0◦
corresponding to the configuration where the P=O bond is eclipsed with the C-H bond of
the cage. The conformation with the lowest energy has a dihedral angle of 43◦ and is 0.5 eV
more stable than the conformation with the P=O at 180◦ . The length of the P-C bond in the
ground-state geometry is 1.87Å. The calculated principal values of the g-tensor are 1.9999,
2.0018, and 2.0027, respectively, in good agreement with the corresponding experimental
estimates 2.00076, 2.00224, and 2.00274.
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FIG. 2. Flash-delay (FD) and inversion-recovery (IR) experiments at four magnetic
field positions of the ESR spectrum marked A,B,C and D. The fittings are in a very good
agreement with the experiment and provide the initial populations of the triplet levels and the
decay rates to the singlet. The Ty triplet level is the most populated and the one that decays
slowest. In the simulations, no T1 relaxation between the sub-levels was required, indicating that
the decay of the triplet state occurs at a rate fast compared to the relaxation T1 .

The calculated spin-density distribution in the triplet state is shown in Fig. 1. We observe
that the spin density is localised around the fullerene cage, while negligible spin density
appears on the phosphonate adduct. This is consistent with our previous calculations on a
related fullerene derivative.7,8
The calculated isotropic components of the hyperfine tensors are Aiso (H)=7.6 MHz and
Aiso (P)=13.5 MHz. These values are in good agreement with the measured Fermi contact
terms Aiso (H)=6 MHz and Aiso (P)=11 MHz. The calculated principal values of the hyperfine
tensors for the 1 H nucleus are 7.0 MHz, 7.3 MHz, and 8.4 MHz, and the corresponding values
for the
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P nucleus are 12.3 MHz, 12.4 MHz, and 16 MHz.

Relaxation Kinetics

Flash-delay and inversion-recovery experiments were performed for the extraction of the
decay rates, the lifetime of the triplet state and the populations of the triplet sublevels in
4
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FIG. 3. Polarization of the T+ :T0 and T0 :T− transitions at the molecular orientations
on-resonance with 9.74 GHz at 349 mT. Polarization is observed up to 70% at certain
orientations: θ = 78 − 72◦ and φ = 0 − 10◦ for T+ :T0 and θ = 48 − 52◦ and φ = 88 − 90◦ for T0 :T− .

X-band (Figure 2). For the simulations of each decay we averaged a weighted distribution of
the spins for all the orientations at each magnetic field including a variation of the tip angle of
the inversion pulse. For all simulated decay curves, the same set of parameters was used: the
populations of the zero-field eigenstates Tx,y,z were: px = 0.22 , py = 0.71, pz = 0.01, and the
decay rates from these levels were kx = 11000 s−1 , ky = 1900 s−1 and kz = 28000 s−1 . The
populations give a polarisation ratio of 0.33 which is in good agreement with the polarisation
ratio obtained from the electron spin echo-detected field sweep spectrum.

Triplet hyperpolarisation

At a given magnetic field, a number of molecular orientations with respect to the applied
magnetic field may be on resonance with the applied microwave pulses. Figure 3 illustrates
those orientations on resonance at 349 mT (the field used in our study), and shows the triplet
state polarization of the relevant electron spin transition (i.e. T+ :T0 or T0 :T−). We observe
that the differences in population between the in field triplet sub-levels depend heavily on
the orientation, while the average polarization is about 35–40%
5

DENSITY MATRIX TOMOGRAPHY

Nuclear spin state assignments

Quantum state tomography can be performed using a variety of techniques, and the
basic method employed in this work is described in detail elsewhere9 . The process involves
mapping the populations and coherences of the quantum state under investigation onto fixed
observables – in this case, E(Sy ), E(Sy ), the σY and σX expectation values for all electron
spin transitions resonant with a particular frequency at a fixed magnetic field.
Contributions to these observables come from a variety of molecular orientations, and for
each orientation the microwave transition is on-resonance with a particular nuclear eigenstate
in T0 and its matching nuclear spin state in T+ or T− . We define |4i as this orientationdependent nuclear spin state, which is well-defined due to the system’s large D and A values.
The effective eigenstates |3i and |2i differ from |4i by a 1 H and
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P spin flip, respectively,

and |1i differs from |4i by a flip of both nuclear spins.
Population differences and coherence amplitudes within the T0 subspace are first mapped
to the eigenstate |4i in T0 for readout, where readout is done by measuring the population
difference (measured via spin-echo amplitudes) between the nuclear state |4i in T0 and the
matching nuclear state |4i in T+ or T− as appropriate.
The amplitudes and phases of the single quantum coherences are measured by labeling
the coherences with time-varying phases applied with σZ gates and then projecting these
coherences onto the state |4i with a fixed-phase π/2 pulse. This results in an oscillation in
the final observable with a frequency given by the applied phase increment per experimental
shot10 . A normalised Fourier transform of this oscillation reveals the amplitude and phase
of the single quantum coherences in the effective density matrix expressed in the basis
{|1i , |2i , |3i , |4i}.
The σZ operations can be applied geometrically with two π pulses about different rotation
axe: a σZ rotation of angle ϕ applied to
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P followed by a σZ rotation of angle θ applied to
6
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H results in the unitary:
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(1)

The application of U i , for i the increment number, results in various frequencies (rotation/increment), some of which are shared: this process does not distinguish between the
coherences |1ih3| and |2ih4|, nor between the coherences |1ih2| and |3ih4|. This is acceptable
given high-fidelity nuclear π pulses and the fact that the final measurement only measures
the population difference between |4i and its matching nuclear eigenstate in T− or T+ .
Depending upon the nuclear spin composition of |4i, the coherence |1ih4| will either be a
zero- or a double-quantum coherence. Under the application of U i the resulting frequency
will either be the sum of the absolute value of the two frequencies (in the case of a DQC) or
the difference (in the case of a ZQC). Both frequencies are indeed observed in measurements
of the coherences |4ih1| and |3ih2| (See Figure 4). Simulations of these sequences applied to
each of the four nuclear input states confirm this response.
These simulations were used to ascertain if pulse errors could erroneously assign ZQCs
a DQC frequency and vice versa, or if pulse errors contributed to greater decoherence of
one coherence over that of another. The sequence was simulated with typical nuclear spin
dephasing rates (due to B0 inhomogeneities) and rotation errors (due to B2 , or RF pulse
power inhomogeneities). Pulse errors were sampled from a standard deviation in the rotation
angle of each pulse, and these errors were taken to be maximally correlated. No ‘mislabeling’
errors were observed for a range of pulse errors from negligible errors up to the point where
the standard pulse rotation error was a π rotation and the dephasing rate was an order of
magnitude faster than experimentally recorded.
The ratio of the ZQC to DQC in the coherences |1ih4| and |2ih3| were measured to be
roughly 1:3 and 3:1, respectively. The pulse sequence simulations indicate that this inequal
distribution of populations is not due to pulse or dephasing errors but rather due to the
composition of the state |4i itself. We infer from the resulting data that the composition
of |4i is mostly made up of the |↓, ↓i and |↑, ↑i nuclear states. For this reason, the sum of
the shared-phase ZQC and DQC frequency components are used to infer the amplitude and
phase of the entangled quantum coherences.
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FIG. 4. Coherence analysis. The CPHASE entangling operations can be used to generate
either a ZQC or a DQC and the observed oscillations due to the tomography process are shown
above. Fourier analysis of both measurements reveal contributions from the other multiple quantum
coherence, which could be due to systematic pulse errors or due to the composition of |4i.

The spin Hamiltonian does not reveal any large initial nuclear polarisation at the chosen
field and frequency. The source of this nuclear polarisation may arise from the linearlypolarised incident laser light, a nuclear spin-dependent ISC or other spin-dependent relaxation mechanism, and is a subject of future study.

In DMHFP there are six hydrogen spins on methyl groups (with weak triplet hyperfine
couplings) that in principle exhibit dipolar couplings to the single
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P spin in addition to

the single 1 H spin bonded to the cage. We rule out their contribution to the 3 kHz measured
by the SEDOR sequence, by running the same sequence on both the

31

P spin, and the 1 H

spin directly bonded to the cage, and in each case measure the same coupling.
8

Measured density matrices

The final density matrix for the SEDOR-based method is:


0.247
−0.006 − 0.001i −0.015 − 0.007i
0.123


−0.006 + 0.001i
0.338
−0.009 + 0.010i −0.014 + 0.002i




−0.015 + 0.007i −0.009 − 0.010i

0.160
−0.012
+
0.001i


0.123
−0.014 − 0.002i −0.012 − 0.001i
0.255
The final density matrix for the CPHASE-based method is:


0.391
−0.068 − 0.105i 0.012 − 0.011i
0.271


−0.068 + 0.105i
0.116
0.017 + 0.007i 0.005 − 0.011i




 0.012 + 0.011i 0.017 − 0.007i

0.130
0.095
−
0.085i


0.271
0.005 + 0.011i 0.095 + 0.085i
0.364

(2)

(3)

Uncertainties due to signal noise account for less than 0.005 and 0.002 each density matrix
element for the SEDOR- and CPHASE-based matrices, respectively. These measurements
do not include corrections for known pulse rotation errors in the tomography sequence or
signal degredation due to spin relaxation, which would both augment the reported fidelity.

Coherence lifetimes

The T1P and T1H times limit the lifetime of the ZQC/DQC coherences and can be measured with a nuclear spin inversion-recovery experiment with a fixed final spin echo time.
The times measured using this sequence exceed the lifetime of the triplet electron spin and
so are not expected to play a role in the reduced ZQC/DQC amplitude. The T2P and T2H
times, measured to be 1.9(4) ms and 0.20(4) ms respectively using a two-step phase-cycled
nuclear spin echo sequence, can provide a rough estimate for the decay rate of the entangled
quantum coherence.
The lifetimes of an entangled coherence can be measured directly by extending the length
of time on either side of the phase gates in the sequence given in Figure 5. These sequences
involve refocussing pulses applied to both spins at the midway point: flipping both spins
reverses the phase of a DQC or ZQC, but does not change one into the other. The lifetimes
of both a ZQC and a DQC coherence can be measured in this way and the results are shown
in Figure 6.
9
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FIG. 5. Measuring lifetimes with DMHFP. These sequences are used to determine the lifetimes
of the ZQC and DQC coherences, as well as to test the effects of the dipolar coupling upon these
coherences by refocusing its effects. The delay wait(τ ) is written as just the time τ , the Hadamard
matrix is implemented using a π/2 pulse, and the meter at the end of each sequence represents a
microwave spin-echo population measurement.

A decoupling scheme involving a π pulse on each nuclear spin midway through the sequence does not refocus the dipolar coupling. This is indeed the way that nuclear couplings
are used to perform a CNOT operation, and these effects contribute to a modulation of the
ZQC and DQC amplitudes with a frequency of 3 kHz. The decay of these coherences is
monotonic with T2,DQC ≈ 100 µs and T2,ZQC ≈ 200 µs, indicating an additional source of
decoherence which affects the multiple quantum coherences. To confirm that the dipolar
coupling is not playing a role in the measured ZQC and DQC decoherence times, a decoupling sequence can be used which removes the effects of the dipolar coupling. Additional
refocusing pulses are applied to a single nucleus at the one-quarter and three-quarter points
during this delay. This sequence, shown in Figure 5, takes an entangled quantum coherence
10
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FIG. 6. Entangled coherence lifetimes. Results of the measurements of various lifetimes of the
system are shown above. Both the ZQC and the DQC coherences are limited by the 1 H nuclear T2
time. By decoupling the effects of the dipolar coupling one sees no improvement to this lifetime,
indicating that this shortened lifetime is due to some other source of dephasing in the system. Here
T2,DQC ≈ 100 µs and T2,ZQC ≈ 200 µs.

through each of the four pseudopure Bell states, and so although it refocuses the effects of
dipolar coupling, it should yield an average of the DQC and ZQC decoherence rates. Indeed,
the results shown in Figure 6 reveal a lifetime midway between the ZQC and DQC, confirming that the dipolar coupling plays no dominant role in the faster relaxation mechanism of
the multiple quantum coherences.

Density matrix fidelities

p√
√ 2
There are two conventional measures of state fidelity, F(ρ1 , ρ2 ) = Tr
ρ2 ρ1 ρ2
or
p
alternatively the more generous measure F(ρ1 , ρ2 ). When applied to physically allowed
states, both measures are non-negative and reach a maximum value of 1 when ρ1 = ρ2 . For
this work the more conservative measure is used.
Taking into account these relaxation times, the maximum expected fidelities for the
pseudo-entangled states with uniform dipolar coupling and geometric entangling operations
11

amount to 68% and 85%, respectively. These fast relaxation times largely account for the
low recovered fidelities of the of the pseudo-entangled states (34% and 65% respectively11 ),
indicating that the overall limitations with this entangling approach are the natural lifetimes
of the system. As stated in the main text, the residual imperfection is due to the limited
fidelity of the CPHASE operation and small gate imperfections, consistent with simulations
incorporating a 4% error on each nuclear gate in the sequence.
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of generation.
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